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3. Existing and emerqjing manufacturing technology has much to offer
this problem, but significant gaps were identified.

Major recoimmendations are:
1. For future parts, a POD system should consist of;

%/9 POD PARTS-~which are procured complete with manufacturing data
pakages , V-1

'POD FACTORIES of different sizes and characteristics, each capa-
able of making a class of POD parts. M'A/.

cre %"POD DECISION :ýOGIC*4 that handlas make-buy and f actor-Y assignment
deoisions when orders are received.

2. For parts in !lcurrent inventory, the need Is for fREVERSE ENGIN-
EEHING CENTER.S ihat can recreate parts for which complete data are
not available.

3. For parts whose winufactu~re involves luck or art, research is needed
to create quantitative and reproducible manufacturing methods.
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1ART 1. EXECUT IVE SUMMARY

BACKGiMWID

The ob:jective of Parts-On-Domand (POD) is to reduce the Navy's spare

parts supply, stocking, and procurement problems by fabricating parts
when needed, in small quantities, in a short time, and for reasonable
cost. The need stems from the difficulty of predicting the future demand

for that half of the parts for which demand is iow. When timing and size
of demand are incorrectly predicted, supply and demand are out of balance.
Unnecessary costs are borne for uncalled-for parts, whereas procurement
delays of a year or more can occur if parts are out of stock when ordered.
Delays arise from difficulty identifying the part accurately, assembling
the data needed to reproduce it. and finding a suitable and willing
source.

The POD approach is based on the existence or emergence of new tech-
nology In manufacturing and data processinj. Applicable techniques are
found in :•olputer-;idead design (CAD). cviputer-alded engineering (CAE),
and computer-aided manufacturirng (CAP), as well as programmable manufac-
turing', assembly, and test systems

This study surveyed the state of the art in advanced manufacturing in
order to dete.-mine the extent of its suitability, and to recommend strate-
gies for bringing POD into being. The analysis covered the Navy's prob-
Itm, the status of current and merging technology, and the fit or gaps
between the technology and the Navy's problem.. Plans of action are
offered for parts in the current inventory, future parts, parts with
ipcomplete manufacturing information, and parts whose manufacture !s
s- I!M an art.

STATE OF THE ART

It was assumed for study purposes that functioning POD would be a sys-
tam compr Is ing order process Ing, schedulI Ing and all Ioca t ion procedures, as
well as facilities for raoid deuign, fabrication, assembly, and test. All
these arts were therefore included in the study, which focused on four
generic kinds of parts: metal, nonmetal, electronic, and optical. The
Navy's current supply system was visited to obtain knowledge of the -uan-
tity and types of parts involved.

The study found isolated examples of portions of applicable technolo-
"gy in all the required functions, applied to all of the generic part
types. For example, one can buy a computer numerically-controlled lathe
with a built-in CAD system. While one part is being cut, the machinist

-• , l. ,.• . ,. ••,. .. .. ,." •' . . ,l .q, . •. ,., • .' .. ,.' . •. • ." . . .,. .. .- .% .. .- .. .. , .' '. .. .-. " ...5.



can program the next part.

,- A few partly Integrated systems containing some of the required func-
tions also exist. These are listed In Table I on page 7. These systems
have aeen designed to meet the needs of industry and would have to be mod-
if Ied to meet POD requirements. Many types of fabrication are excluded,
such as molding, forging, and bending. In addition, the systems are con-
figured for, and function efficiently with, a steady flow of pat ts or
assemblies of a limited class.

GAPS BETWEEN THE ART AND THE NAVY'S PROBLEM

Let us specifically characterize the Navy's problem so that we can
compare It to the state of the art in manufacturing. The Naval Aviation
Supply Office (ASO) and Naval Ship Parts Control Center (SPCQ) between
them manage about 775.000 stock-numbered parts, of which perhaps half are
low-volume, low original cost, and currently hard to get. In any year,
perhaps 25% of these items' will be ordered. In addition, to the
stock-numbered parts, there are perhaps ten times as many unnumbered
parts. In a year, we estimate that orders for perhaps 300,000 are
received'. These items fall into two classes: consumables (the great
majority) and repairables. The latter are likely to be assemblies, which

mean that they contain many parts made by many vendors. Repairables also
N require assembly and test as well as part fabrication.

The current art does not mesh completely with this situation. T!,e key
qaps, listed in Table 2 on page 8, lie in the areas of technical data
about the part, design standards and design for automation, and tabri-
cat ion/assaubl y/test.

RECOIIMENDATIONS

To bridge these gaps requires a four-prong attack which divides cur-

rent parts from future parts, and divides all parts Into two groups
depending on whether or not their manufacturing is inherently well enough
understood to be automated.

1. For future parts that can be automated, we must define and imple-
ment a POD System of Procurement with the folluwing components:

I These estimates count numbers of .r~arL, not numbers of parts ordered,

since the former is data kept by the Navy.

1.-



Table 1. Examples of State of the Art In Integ.rated Programmable
Assembly Systems Capable of Ecoi,,mic and Rapid Low-Volume
Production

Typical
-Production

Product Functions Performed Quantity Status

Electronic Orders, pant retrieval, Batches of 50 Almost
Circuit testing, ouided manual ready for
Boards assembly (automatic as- production

sembly in the research

laboratory).

Prototype Design, simulation, One or a few In use for
Integrated fabrication, test(?). a year or
N Circuit two?
Fabrication

Metal Shafts Design, process plan- Small batches In use for
ning, N/C control of a few years
machining.

Gears 3" to 6" Design, process plan- Ten In use for
Diameter ning, hierarchical con- 10 years

trol of fabrication
system.

Eyeglass Lenses Orders, grinding, test. One In use for
many years

Sheet Metal Boxes Design, process plan, One In use for
cutting, bending. 10 years

7
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Table 2. Gaps Between State of the Art in Integrated Manufacturing
and the Navy's Supply Problem

Best Conditions for tt""t
-Art to Function Well Navy's Situation

Topic (Speed. Cost. Performance) In Many Cases

Technical Date on Resident In computer; coded Data lacking, incorrect,
Parts and for design, fabrication, incomplete, dispersed,
Assemblies assembly. test. or not In machine-

readable form.

Design Standardized designs,parts, Many unique designs.
Standardization fasteners, data storage

conventions.

Design for Simplifies parts &. produc~ts This art is new and
Automation so that mano.facturing sys- not widely practiced.

too is faster and cheaper. The Navy's parts are
not new.

Fabrication. Steady flow, !n small or A few of something
.Nf Assembly. Etc. large quantities, of a few will be ordered and pro-

batches of similar parts bably never ordered
requiring the same kinds again.
of processes.j



"* "POD Parts", which are originally purchased complete with the
necessary data package, economically and efficiently. coded and
machine-readable.

* "POD Factories", of different sizes, each of *.hich can make to
order a class of POD parts, Including process planning, adapt-

34 Ing existing designs, fabrication, assembly, and tesi. The
-i Ismallest configurations could probably be put on a tender or

carrier.

- "POD Decision Logic" to identify potential POD part candidates as
early as possible, and to decide how %est to fill a need when
it arises: stock, buy, adapt, POD (which factory to use) .

* "Data-Driven Automation", the integration of the above into a
complete system.

2. For current parts that could be automated given the data, we must
provide "Reverse Engineering Systems" capable of determining the
manufacturing requirements for parts with incomplete data. Per-
haps only a sample, damaged part will be available2. Information
gaps will have to be filled using knowledge about how the part Is
used, plus shape measurements and materials tests. Knowledge bos-
cs of design rules and typical uses will have to be developed for
common classes of parts.

3. For current and future parts whose automation is not now possiLle
due to lack of a reproducible process, or because produ.ction
involves chance, research priorities must be set.

Bridging these gaps will require that industry and the Navy .hange
some long-standing procedures in order to take advantage of the opportu-
nities that new technology offers for Parts-On-Demand.

Many specific needed technological advances have been Identified.
For exampl e3:

1. Rapid creation of m-ids, tools, dies, and fixtures.

2 Eyeglasses can often be replaced if part of a broken lens is avail-
able.

- A more complete list mppears in "Part 7. Conclusions and Recommen-
dations" on page 44.

9
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Z. A theory of substitutability so that an existing part could be
found and used with a ittle modification to fill a POD order for a
different part.

3,. New types of FMS architecture and machine tool design suitable to
the Navy's low voluIanms and wide part diversity.

4. Goal-oriented programming languages for automated fabrication,
assembi), and inspection systems.

5. Expert systems to recreate missing data on parts so that they can

be made.

10



EPART . NTIRODUClON

Between March 1, 1983 and December 31, 1983. The Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory, Inc. (CSDL) conducted a study of Parts-On-Demand under con-
tract to ONR (Contract Number NO0O14-83-C-0313) . This I. the final report
on that study.

The objective uf Parts-On-Demand (POD) Is to reduce spare parts supply
and procurement problems by fabricating parts to order In small quantities
in a short time. This capability would reduce stored parts inventories
and ý.:ie time required to provide a needed part. It would also reduce the
number of parts stored for which a need never arises. Finally. it would
provide a source for parts that, for one of several reasons, can no longer
be obtained. All of these benefits would save money, time, and human
effort, and would increase the readiness of forces in the field.

* The Navy does not need POD for those parts that are In continual high
diAband. Consistent and predictable demand makes it relatively easy to
keep a balanced supply on hand and to maintain suppliers. The problem
occurs with parts whose demand is low, or has suddenly risen unexpectedly,
ur which were last made regularly many years ago, or whose demand was

! "Incorrnctly predicted.

In the@e and similar circumstances, the former sources of the parts
may be reluctant to start up production again for a small quantity.
Worse, they may have discarded their records and tooling or lost know-
ledgeable iersonnel, and thus cannot supply the part. It may represent
out-dated tanhnology they have discarded. Or they'may have gone out of
business altogether.

Obtaining the parts, therefore, can entail long delays, either to
locate a new supplier or to reinstate an old one. Many steps are involved
in this process, which often exceeds a year.

The Navy's parts are extremely diverse. Exc~uding liquids, we can
distinguish metal, nonmetal, electronic, and optical parts categories.
Furthermore, many things called "parts" are in fact assemblies of several
or even hundreds of parts from one or more of these categories. When one
part breaks, the entire assembly is out of service. Under the current
procurement system, records may exist only at the assembly level, or it
may have been predetermined that the assembly, rather than the part, must
be replaced.

Making a part requires data. There data cover the item's size, shape,
materials, cutting, forming, heat treating, finishing, inspection, and
possibly assembly. Data are usually in the form of drawings, lists, build
books, and unwritten anecdotal Informat:on. Typically, data to make a
part are scattered over different vendors and Navy supply offices. Also,
data may be Incomplete, irrelevant, unavailable, or missing due to the

11
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passage of time, evolution of technology, or disappearance of sources.

Implemmenting POD must take two paths: one suitable for parts in the
current Inventory, the other for future parts which are declared "POD
parts" at the time they are procured. For current parts, we must assume
that lack of data about them will be the major difficulty. Thus, POD will
require considerable skill in reverse engineering, which poses challong-
Ing Intellectual problems. Inevitably, some parts will lack so much data
or be so complex that POD shculd not be asked to cope with them. Instead,
they should be targeted for research. Standards for acceptability of a
current part for POD I 'I have to be developed.

For future parts, we must learn enough about design, fabrication, and

assembly that we can define the minimum data requirements that enable POD.
Second, we should define "POD factories" suitable for handling a well
defined class of part efficiently. This will allow correct allocation of
part orders to facilities and will keep a continual flow of work moving in
each fac I i ty. Th i rd, we must def ine a procurement process that can Iden-
tify POD-potentials when systems are Initially procured. An Important
step would be to Increase part standardization. This wou4d reduce the
variety of similar but non-aubstitutable Items and would reduce the varis-
ty of parts that POD must process. Creating or expanding existing cross-
rof arenced da..d f IlIls of subst ItutablIe parts woulId be very usef ul•

We thus may Identify the following elements of POD:

1. A "POD Part' which which is born with the necessary data.

2. A "POD Factory" that can make and assemble POD parts.

3. A "POD Reverse Engineering Center" that can handle parts with miss-
ing data.

4. A "POD Decision Logic" that allocates parts to the appropriate

facility, .identifies substitutions or near-substitution possibil-
ities, and does long-term scheduling and materials purchasing.

5. The "POD System" comprising all of the above with enough facilities
and sufficient production capacity to meet the Navy's needs.

While any one POD facility will probably have a limited range capabil-
ity, the entire POD system must be able to deal with individual parts as

S well as assemblies of parts. This means that some facilities must be able
to design parts, make and inspect them, assemble them, and test the final

i I assembly. Since the range of requieed parts is so broad, and the required
processeg and range of applications are so different, the facilities will
need to have different technologies at hand.

Presuming that the technical issues were solved and a POD system
existed, how would it interact with ships, NARFs, and the existing supply
system? The basic steps are shown in Figure 1 on page 14. A fundamental

12
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step is the "AIIocation Decision" which determines how the order Is to be
filled. The required data include part order histories and allocation
decisions, as well as minimal identification and technical data. If the
order is assigned to the POD system, than more detai led data arc required
on materials, fabrication processes, and test or inspection requirements.

This diagram shows two things. First, data files are crucial for
proper operation of the whole process. Missing or incorrect data can
cause an unwise al location or an Incorrect part to be made. Time and mon-
ey will be lost, voiding the original goals of POD. Second, the diagram
shows that POD is a part of the anuire supply system and cannot function
successfully by itself. The decisions made regarding allocation and fab-
rication methods exactly parallel the kinds of decisions made now by the
current supply system.

Several possible implementations for POD can be imagined, differing
In the Jegree of centralization of the Allocation Decision and of the
actual POD production facilities. In one implementation, the Allocation
Decision Is made by a central authority. Fabrication of the part could be
accomplished at a ceitralized POD facility or at a local, decentralized
one on a ship or at a NARF or NSY. In another implementation, the Allo-
cation Decision is made closer to the point of need, say at a NARF or NSY,
or directly aboaro ship. Fabrication would take place at the nearest
capable facility. Each implementation combination has its pluses and
minuses. Key ones are 1 isted in Table I on page 15.

The above discussion points to the importance of data in making POD a
success. Successful POD will embody a now Idea, Data-Driven Automr~tion.
Successful POD will constitute a new method, Data-Driven Procurement.
This will mesh perfectly with the current rise in information technology:
office automation, CAD, CAM, CAE, numerical control, robotics, and inte-
grated manufactur ing.

Because POD will be the partner of the current procL-'ment system and
will share its problems, it is Important to understand those problems and
how they are coped with now. These Issues include:

1. How are orders classified and allocated? What criteria are used?

2. What data and decisions are made, and what pressures determine how
they are made?

3. What Is the structure of the current inventory? How many "POD
parts" might a POD system have to deal with In a typical year?

4. What is the structure of orders? Are they orders for single parts
or entire subassemblies? Are they in singles, or are several parts
ordered at once? What percent are for consumables, and would POD
be relevant for them?

13
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Tobli 3. Various Advantages to Centralized or Decentralized Allo-
cation Decisions and Centralized or Decentralized POD Pro-
duction Facilities

Centralized Decentralized

Allocation Better Integration with Less delay obtaining
Decisions current supply system. Allocation Decision.

Allocation Decision based Better appreciation

on more complete data of degree of need
about procurement options, for part.

Less shock to exist-

Ing system when POD
is introduced.

POD Production Higher production volume Less delay in ob-
Facilities and more specialized parts taining part if

7equirements make system local facility can
more efficient. make It at all.

Better access to data.

Better access to expensive
or specialized equipment.

The answers to these questions will deeply affect the design of the
POD system, including data requirements, decision algorithms, facility
location, processing methods, communication links, and so on.

The technology for meeting the requirements of POO is developing rap-
idly, although some key gaps have been identified. An important fact is
that this technology has developed up to now in response to the needs of
civilian Industry, which tends to shun automation of true low-volume pro-

duction and true production-to-order. The needs of POD will, therefore,
require adaptation of existing technology, as well as development of new
technology more sijItabIe for low volumes.

l 15
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Technology Is not uniformly advanced In all areas. in all four part
categories defined above, we can find examples of automated design, fabrI-
cation, assembly, and test. But automated design and test are probably
most advanced In integrated circuits, while automated assembly is proba-
bly more advanced in metal parts than In optical parts. Furthermore,
there appear to be no facilities in existence where all production activ-
Ities from order processing through final packaging are automated or even
Integrated. Only disconnected islands exist now.

POD can be made a reality. To do so will require that a step-by-step
realistic plan be developed. The system must be sized first for a small
number of the Navy's millions of parts and, at first, for a limited varie-
ty. There should be strong emphasis on integration of t.echnolrogies into
factory systems that can provide all the needed operations from order pro-
cesing to final packing. Last, creating POD will iequire basic and
applied research in data 'representation and retrlevý,l, part design,
reverse engineering, rapid creation of process plans an]I process tooling
(dies and molds), and automation of process and assembly steps.

1
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PAIAT. THE NEEDAR POD

I-POD Is needed for three basic reasons. First, there may be a defectIn original estimates of the future demand for a part. Second, there may
be Oiffilculty locating a source. Third. th~e part may be Inherently diff I-
cult to produce. The overallI results are delays in obtaining parts, nighPcosts when they can be obtained, and large stocking costs. for holding
parts that never get ordered. Simply put, the goal of POD is to bypass
these problems by making the parts as the need arises. The directness of
this approach makes it appealing, but implementing it Is not a straight-
forward process. The diffilcul~ties will be discussed In later sections of
this report.

The Navy supply system manages millions of items with stock numbers.
Thass are clIass if Ied, as shown schemat Ical Iy i n F igure 2 on page 18, i nto
several "'mark" levels depending on how much an Item costs and how many are
ordered each year. Those des Ignated Mark 0 are the ones mos t I IkelIy to be
,1candidates for POD. Demand for them Is low. Their unit cost Is also low,
making them tend to "disappear"' from ciose scrutiny by the supply system
until a crisis need arises. Many Mark 0 items are called "insurance
itemis", meaning that they are held In stock In nominal quantity regardiess
of predicted need, because having none on hand would have a large negative
impact on rooAlness.

Beyond the supply-demand mismatches that are tolerated with insurance
Items are these mismatches due to Incorrectly predicting the need for an
Item. It is not clear how many prediction errors are Inevitable. Further
stwlvy Is needed. Prediction errors can be due to new technology In a
weapon system for which field performance data do not exist. Or funding
limits can cause a system to remain operational longer than originally
platined. Original spare part procurements may not be followed up by major
restocking when the original stock Is depleted. Special conditions in an
operational theater can cause temporary surges in the need for an itern.

When a part Is found to be out of stock, or when, more often, It is
discovered that a part is needed that never was stocked, the delayis in
procurement can be as long as a year or more. Many avenues are pursued,.
such as seeking the part in salvage or borrowing It from a temporarily
Inoperative unit. As succeeding attempts fail, time passes while the
likelihood of finding the Item decreases. Finally, the last resort Is a
vendor n Icknamed a 11b icycle shop", who, f or a pr ice, w Ill make one of any-
thing.

A successful POD system must have operating protocois that quickly
Identify such situations and short-circuit them to the POD technical
facility without a year passing. That Is, POD will not succeed If it is
merely a technical sub~stitute for the bicycle shop at the end of the

existing chain.
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Recourse to a bicycle shop is needed when the original vendor is una-
vailable. This often occurs. Typically, supply problems occur after the
original system procurement, often long after. Given the fluidness of the

31 U.S. economy, it Is not surpril' *1 that vendors go out of business or
shift to new lines of work. Proc.tement polIciea often encourage the sub-
contracting of work to many small companies whose survival is less than
certain.

Various incentives have been tried to keep vendors. These are mainly
procurement policies, payment plans, shared ownership of tooling, life of
type purchase plans. warrantees, and so on. None of these has succeeded
completely, probably because of the difficulty of devising incentives
that simultaneously benefit both the Navy and the vendors.

1f parts are bought in advance and never needed, 1,arge amounts of mon-
ey are apparently wasted. Valuable space is taken up. and it costs money
for the paperwork, personnel, and preservation requirements to keep these
parts. Some of this cost must be swallowed as the cost of "being in busi-
ness", but reducing it Is an Important goal.

Altogether, the dile ) & can be.depicted In Table 4. The upper left
and lower right corners of the diagram indicate supply-demand consisten-
cy, while the other two Indicate inconsistency. All four conditions
exist.. Complicating the picture is the fact that an item may switch from
one corner to another during Its supply life. Host frustrating is the
case where a stocked part appears unneeded and is purged, whereupon orders
arrive for it.

Table 4. The Supply Dilea

The Item is Not
The Item Is in Stock in Stock

There is or has Delays
been a need for Good High procurement costs
the item.

There has not Waste of purchase price.
been and is not Waste of space. Good
now a need for Waste of holding costs..
the item.

i9
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POO represents application of technology. rather than new procurement
policies, to solve these problems. With POD in effect, the unpredictabil-
Ity of demand would cease to be a problem. The search for sources would
end because the PO0 system would become the source. Stocking parts need-
lessly could be reduced because there would be confidence that items could
be made as needed. Delay's could be reduced because POD facilities could
be located close to userS, and would be designed to respond quickly to
orders.

It must be kept in mind, however, that the POD system will be a pro-
curement system and not Just a factory or collection of factories. Thus,
It will need its own procurement policies, Including how to identify a
"POD part" alo take it into the system, and how to decide which POD facil-
ity and technical method should make it. Schedule, military need, rela-
tive costs and time, and availability of technical data will be important
factors. The POD systew also must be large enough and have enough
throughput to meet the possible demand.

The current supply system must make similar decisions. To make POD a
success, It will be necessary to understand how the currert system
responds to these challenges, what demand patterns it faces, and wh;t per-
formance achlevements it presents which POD must match or cani exceed. The
POD problem is not wholly technical.

"N.2
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PART i. TmmNOLU I CAL I sSUES THAT MAKE THE CURRENT SUPPLY S ITUAT I ON I FF I-
ZULL

This section and the next expand on the causes of the problems dis-
cussed in "Part 3. The Need for POD" on page 17. In "Part 4. Technological
Issues That Make the Current Supply Situation Difficult," technological
issues are presented while the non-technological ones are discussed in
"Part 5. Non-Technological Issues That Make the Current Supply Situation
Difficult;' on page 26.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES HAKE PARTS DIFFICULT TO REPRODUCE BY THE ORi(&e' L

METHODS

A part may original 'y have been procured many years ago. It was made
by methods that were sui table for the technical specifications and quanti-
ty ordered, using materials, machines, and methods in current use at the
time. When the original order was filled, production ceased. Personnel
turned to other tasks. Special tooling was set aside (or discarded: see

. bio•aw). Generic equaI pment wai used on other work. As t'me passed, this
equipment wore out and was replace$ by better equipment. Personnel may
have left the company or retired. Haterials may have been replaced by new
with presumably better properties.

Now the Navy needs more of these parts. The existing data and spec-ifications for the part, if they exist, are relevant to the old methods

and materials. A combination bicycle shop and museum might be needed if
the parts are to be made the original way. Otherwise, a vendor must be
found who can translate the original specification into methods he can
apply,

This problem can occur in mechanical parts in the form of materials
substitutions. New metal alloys and plastics are developed, and old ones
go out of production. A materials expert is then needed to determine a
suitable substitute, based on such factors as strength, corrosion resist-
ance, dimensional tolerances or surface finishes, heat resistance, avail-
ability, or cost, to name a few.

The problem is acute in -alectronics, where the item may have heen acustom-made packaged circuit, built with machines, materials, and methods

that simply do not exist any more.

Technical and non-technical issues combine here when there exists a
method of making large numbers of something but no method, at reasonable
cost, of making one or two. This, too, is especially acute in integrated
electronic circuits, where preparing a design and creating a successful
process can be costly and time-consuming. Much of Industry in mechanical

21
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and electronic parts is set up to produce in large quantity. A goal of POD
is thus to create cost-effective ways of making small quantities.

SOME ITEMS ARE INHERENTLY HARD TO MAKE

"Items can be so hard to make that only one vendor can supply them.
What this really means Is that there does not exist sufficient understand-
ing of the required processes to create the Item repeatably and to the
required qual Ity every time. Examples include transistors and
ultra-quiet ball bearings.

Ini some cases, luck plays a role. The vendor knows he can make a cer-
tain percentage of his output meet the specification, so he makes many and
starches through the output for those that are good enough. For this
method to be worth his while, he needs a market for the other parts, for
exmp!e, the civil sector. Even in this case, *the Navy can be in diffi-
culty if It orders a small quantitty since the vendor may refuse to go to
.the trouble of conducting the search, or his yield of good items may. be
tot low In absolute terms if the overall production quantity is too low.
(If 1000 are made, perhaps 10 will meet the Navy's specification, while if

only 10, are made, perhaps none wil l.)

THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT LASTED LONGER THAN ANTICIPATED

Lack of funds or design success can keep a system operational long
beyond Its Intended life. Many of the parts survive, but procuring those
that do not can be difficult. Navy design specifications are usu•lly

S�strict so that extended life programs have a good base to build upon.

Examples of this o( .ur often in Jet engines where the Initial procure-
ment may have occurred 20 or 30 years ago. A decision to take the system
out of. service may be delayed year by year, so that quantity purchases of

-• the parts are not made, whereas in hindsight they would have Leen justi-
fi ed.

THE TECHNICAL UATA DEEDED TO MAKE THE PART NO LONGER EXISTS

When the part was originally made, there were blueprints, process
plans, Inspection requirements, acceptance tests, material descriptions,
and sources. Now the data are gone or the vendor is gone, and al we have
is the part, perhaps damaged or broken. Indeed. some of the data may nev-
er havy been committed to writing, or the actual process found to be nec-

22
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essary did not agree with the written record, whith was never updated.
Finally, the data may not Include subsequent redesigns or improvements to
the Item. This problem is different from that of the process requiring
luck. Here, we are dealing merely with loss or irrelevance of informa-
tion. Table 5 on page 24 gives examples of the kind of information
I nvo I ved.

-. d
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Table 5. What Is the Information Suite about a Part?

Information
Covers Factors Described Are: Examples

Concept Design Functional Description: Resistor
& Engineering Concept and Specifications on perfor- Material

mince and composition: size, weight, Ohms

balance, strength, magnetism, evc. Watts
Tolerance on
Ohms

Detailed Geometric Shape:
Design and Main dimensions
Drafting Tolerances on dimensions

mutual tolerances between features:

4,4; parallelism, concentricity, perpen-
'A dicularity

Reference Surfaces Two totally dif-
4=.' Surface and Edge Finishes ferent parts

Non-geoietric Issues with identical
* Alloy, heat treatment, surface nominal dimen-

treatment si ons:

Manufacturing Processing steps, in correct sequen.e n • ,..

- or Process to preserve dimensions and toleranceS T
Engineering & I o
Craftsmanship Rough cuts, welds, finish cuts, heat o

*treat, grind

424
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Of ill the technical difficulties identified, this one is the most
severe. It occurs the most often and Involves the most basic Information:
what Is, in fact, the item described by the stock number? Central to the
success of POO, permitting It to take over as the vendor, is the success-
ful solution of this problem.

Two basic strategies exist. One Is to alter future procurement poll-
cies so that the necessary data are acquired by the Navy when the parts
are bought4. Gradually, this will create a new generation of candidate
"POD parts" that the POD system can provide replacements for. The other
is to find ways tc recreate the necessary information from available
clues.

Both of these approaches appear necessary, and both will require
research to implement them, such as a theory to code and search for simi-
larities between parts, or expert systems that can fill gaps in existing
data about a part. Research needs are discussed in "Part 7. Conclusions
and Recomnundations' on page 44.

4 The data must be coded and condensed because it is not practical to
purchase an store the 'ent ire data package. Research is needed to
determine the minimum data necessary from which the entire manufac-
turing file (drawings, tapes, materials lists, process plans, assem-
bly and Inspection steps) can be reconstrticted.

25
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PART G. NON-TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES THAT MAKE THE CURRENT SUPPLY SITUATION

In addition to technical problems, such as advances in matirials or

obsolescence of manufacturing methods, there are many nin-technmial res-sons why supplying low demand parts is difficult.

THE SOURCE MAY BE UNIQUE

Perhaps only one source has the know-how to make an item. This Is
especially likely if, as with quiet bearings, there is an element of luck
in successful manufacture. This source has accumulated the skilled per-
sonnel or cultivated the alternate markets for extra parts that do not
meet the Navy's specifications.

Second, perhaps only one or a few sources are willing to make theS~item. due to Its difficult process or low-volume requirements. The source

does not need such small orders and has plenty 0f other business. He is
unwilling, In other words, to becoe4 a bicycle shop. Third, due to pat-
ents or other sale rights. only one source is permitted to make the Item.
The NMey must deal with the source on his terms, having no alternative.
Whether POO would be legal ly able to make such a part would have to be stu-
died separately.

Each of these circumstances currently leaves the Navy with few alter-
natives when faced with the delay or high prices for parts.

THE SOURCE NO LONGER EXISTS

Either the source has vanished altogether or no longer prodLces the
kinds of parts It used to. The U.S. economy is dynamic, and producers
shift their businesses toward dependable, sizeable and growing markets.
Since the Navy often needs replacements for parts last made years or dec-
ades ago, it is often found that the original source Is gone.

While the source may be present in name, it may have meanwhile been
"bought by another firm that changed Its line of business. Or It may be in

, * a similar business, but the trained personnel who used to make the Item

have retired or left. Finally, it may have found other, morG attractive
markets and does not want the low quantity, specialized business of the
Navy -- the. f lectronics business would rather make products for the toy
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The Navy has I lttla control over t':ese circumstances. The best remedy
Is to capture the data on the part from the original source because sur-
vival of the data is the basic requirement. This leaver 'anresolved the
question of parts whose creation involves luck, where the "data" ore not
enough. Such parts are targets for producibilIty research.

THE DEMAND FiR THE PART IS QUALITATIVELY DIFFERENT NOW

In most cases, it is relatively easy to get a vendor's attention when
large quantities are ordered, but not when orders are small. The vendor
cannot use efficient, high-volume manufacturing methods because their
fixed cost and startup costs are too large. Less efficient, manual meth-
ods end up being less costly for the quantity ordered. This paradox can
be better understood when all the costs of production are taken into
account. Only the original vendor has a chance to use the original higher
volume equipment and tooling. These, however, may be busy r.ow with other
work. or may be in storage. Getting them out, set up, and verified also
takes time and money.

As Ihng as a "buy as needed" policy is in effect, it translates into a
need to reduce these overhead costs so that efficient production can occur
on small quantity orders. This means reducing costs cf paperwork, pur-
chasing, contracting, and design, as well as costs of fabrication. Com-
mercial industry has come to realize that tha;i "white collar
productivity" Issues are as important as traditional "blue-collar" pro-
ductivity Issues.

IT CAN BE DIFFICULT TO IDENTIFY A PART CORRECTLY OR ISOLATE IT FROM AN
ASSEMBLY

Maeny of the thi ngs calle d ."parts" are reanllIy assembl I es of many parts.

AssemblIas are purchased whole and often nave stock numbers. The constit-
uent parts often do not have stock numbers and are not stocked separately.
The vendor of the assembly has given each part a part number that some-
times can be used to Identify it, but not always.

Even when a part can be correct'y identified by part number or stock
number, it may not have been made by the vendor who furnished the assem-
bly. This other vendor may not exist or may be reluctant to make a
replacement. A consequence of multiple tiers of vendors is that technical
data about an assembly is likely to be dispersed widely rather than being

concentrated in one place. The adequacy of the data is thus not known
until the need for a part arises.

The result of aIll these problems Is that the data to make an item, the
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only thing really needed, Is not always available. If the Navy does not
have control of the data and control over the cost of producing the quan-
tity it needs, then it is unable to establish favorable terms In price or
de1 ivery time. when parts are needed.

28-
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PART 6. FINDINGS

The findings of this study are divided into twc categories: those
relating to problems facing the current procurement system, and those
relating to the ability of new, technology to meet those problems.

PROCUREMENT

The current procurement system is discussed here to gain perspective
on problems the POD system will have to face and solve if it Is to be suc-'
cessful. These center on what data and decisions are needed in order to
determine the best method for procuring a part. As indicated in Figure 1
on page 14, the basic choices are: get the part from stock, buy it, find a
substitute that can be taken from stock or bought, or obtain the part via
POD. Naturally, we would like the best decision made for each part.

What Data and Decisions Arm Needed?

The most fundamental Cate are those that correctly identify the item.
HisIdentification occurs frequently, usually on items that have part num-
bers rather than stock numbers. The likelihood of correct identification
increases as personnal closer to the center of the procurement system
become involved.

Once the item has been Identif Ied, the stock-buy-make decision must be
made. This is no problem when the item has a stock number and is in stock.
The problem arises when the item is in low demand, is not kept in stock, or
does not have a stock number because sufficient demand was not antic-
ipa ted.

The quantity to be obtained is an essential question here since effi-
ciency of production and cost per unit are generally lower when larger
quantities are ordered. Figure 3 on pm~e 30 shows the relation between
most appropriate type of machining method, production volume, and system
flexibility for making large machined metal parts. (This will be true of
POD, too, though to a lesser degree. There will always be fixed costs
that do not depend on how many of anr item are made.) Knowledge of previous
order history for the item is necessary. On this point, the currently
kept data are cloudy, since they comprise the number of orders, rather
* than the mr of It ordered. The procurement system sometimes
receives contrived orders from knowledgeable personnel who know that they
can manipulate the system with proper quantity and timing of their orders.
To function efficiently, the POD system will have to be assured that the
quantity ordered is the quantity needed.
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It is also important to know if a substitute item is available. Com-

piling a cross-reference file would be a huge job, made more difficult by

the large number of vendors and lack of standardization on low quantity
parts. An important contribution potentially available from POD is the
use of data processing technology to search data bases for similar parts,
using Group Technology, Artificial Intelligence, or other techniques. If
an exact match cannot be found, a near match may be, with the result that a
minor design change will yield an acceptable substitute. The size of such
a data base and the research problems that must be solved are both large,
however.

To put these data problems in perspective, It is worth considering
some specifics. ASO manages 240,000 parts, of whIch about half are in the
Mark 0 category most likely to be POD candidates. While this is already a
large number, It may be that there are 10 times this many items in an air-
plane that do not have stock numbers and do not get counted In the
240.000. One indication is that ASO receives about 100,000 inquiries per
year for non-stock number items. Most of these Items cost less than $6000

each, which means that they cost too little to receive regular reviews as
to whether thay should be given stock numbers.

Reviews for a stock decision will be made if there are enough orders
In one quarter, but apparently only a tiny fraction of the part number

itelms qualify this way for review and only a fraction of those reviewed
receive stock numbers. (Of about 24,000 orders received in the first
quarter of CY1983, only 168 were offered for review, and, of these, only 9
got Navy stock numbers.) Order histories must be analyzed and future
order patterns predicted. The techniques currently being'used in these

tasks could be improved.

Reviews for purging an item from stock occur if too few orders arrive,

unless the part is classified as a- insue-ance item. In a recent year, ASO
purged only 180 of its 240,000 parts.

If these sample statistics are representative, they. suggest a largely
stagnant inventory. Figure 4 on page 32 expresses the situation schemat-
ically.
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FIguro ',. Schematic History of a Part: Path widths Indicate
qualitatively only the relative amounts of parts that
follow each path.
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Conanumnlcae far POD

The above findings indicate that data storage and handling, and decI-
sion making will be Important functions for POD. First, there are a lot
of potential POD parts. Second, POD zhould participate with the current
sastm by aiding the decisions on whether a part should be a POD part or a
stocked part. The POD system not only could search a -. Achnical data base,
but could also do the necessary statistical analyses of order histories to
determine appropriate production quantities and delivery schedules. It
also could determine the most appropriate manufacturing methods and POD
facility for providing the part. These capabilities could also be used to
aid the current procurement system make its'decisions. Therefore, a data
base on fabrication methods and costs, plus the availab lity of facilities
for scheduling purposes, will also be necessary.

While definitive data are not available at this tine, It is clear that

Nark 0 parts fall into three main categories: single pairts. assemblies of
parts, and commodity items (called consumables) like lubricating oil or
packing compounds that are called "parts" but are made by totally differ-
ent methods from rigid parts. To supply single parts, POD need only make
thm, while to supply assemblies requires providing many parts and assem-
bling them. If only one part from an assembly is needed, then the POD sys-
tam needs more component part data on stocked assembli es than is currently
available. If POO is also expected to brovide consumables as well, this
requires additional types of production foci l!ties.

The actual need for whole assemblies may not be known at this time
since, with current technology and procurement policies, many Items must
be bought @s part of an assembly. As single items. they are deemed una-
vailable. This policy could be changed if the ability to make parts
improves. This will reduce the need for assembly.

TECHNOLOGY

At least two ways exist by which to divide manufacturing technology
for discussion purposes. One is by function, starting with design wnd
ending with final packaging (see Table 6 on page 34) . The other is
acuording to type of part, which can be roughly broken out as metal, non-
metal, electronic, and optical (see Table 7 on page 34). Naturally, there
are overlaps in these categories, but they help focus the discussion. We

-q will organize this subsection according to function, using materials to
give examples along the way. The objective of the discussion is to give
the state of tt'. art in technologies applicable to creation of small quan-
titles of partg at reasonable costs.
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Table 6. Steps In Manufacture

Design
Shape, materials, process method

Fabrication
Materials processing, shape creation

Inspection
Shape and material property verification

Assembly
Mating, Joining, fasteners, lubrication, cleaning

Test
AppearancL, function, reliability

Table 7. Types of Parts

Metal Non-Metal Electronic Optical

S P Machined Injection Molded Discrete parts Lenses
I a Cast Layed-up Integrated Light sources
n r Injection molded Fibers & circuits
g t Forged textiles
I S Extruded Liquids £
e Powder greases

Pressed

E A Mechanical Uniforms, Circuit Optical
x s Assemblies parachutes assemblies trains
as
me
pm
Ib
al
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Automation of design of all the listed types of parts is well advanced
in some places. When automation Is carried to high levels, there is good
potential for standardization, either enforced by an automated design
library or encouraged by availability of existing designs. Design
libraries are comown in some integrated circuit and mechanical shaft
design programs.

Essentially all integrated circuit (IC) design Is now computer-aided
or semi-automated. The reason is that otherwise reliable complex designs
would simply be impossible. Thus, progress in IC CAD is driven by the
need to design complex new circuits quickly with very high densities while
minimizing the the interference of one circuit to another. Design

Slibraries and prior designs are often available. While the pressure does
inot come from the need for one part, the tools support that need too. In

" addition, types of standard IC's, called Standard Cells, Gate-Arrays, or
the more restrictive Programmable Logic Arrays, now exist. These art uni-
form in structure and are made the same, to be programmed later for their
fimal function. To better aid POD, more recourse to design lIbraries and
existing designs would be needed, along with intelligent software to help
search data bases for "similar" designs.

Research is progressing on a CAD system that will create IC's of mod-
ern technology that reproduce the function of a previous electronic device
made from older technology. This technique is called emulation. It
directly addresses the technological obsolescence problem in elect-onic
assemblies (Boeing).

For mechanical design of machined parts or machined molds for nolded
parts, there is similar but less widely used equipment. It is most often
capable of making a computer drawing, but less often able to link that

* drawing to a functional simulation, a frequent feature of IC desigt sys-
I tems. Also lacking in most mechanical systems, though present in IL sys-

tems, is the link to the fabrication process. Where these gaps have been
bridged, the type of part is limit.d, usually being circular shafts (Tech-
nical University of Berlin, West Germany).

Many stand-alone mechanical design aids exist, some proprietary, for
designing particular Items like four-bar linkages, gears, cams, electric
motors, and so on. Gears and motors are good success stcries because a
wide family of items !n one shape class can be covered. (In the case of
gears, there is an East German factory In' Zerbst called ROTA 250 that can
make small quaItItis to order under computer control.)

In textiles, there are proprietary design programs that create cutout
patterns in a range of sizes, or that create weaving machine instructions
to generate designs.

In optics, there are programs that analyze (and possibly synthesize)
optical trains and single lenses.
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Major gaps exist In autmated creation of process plans for designed
parts. Again, access to a plan library would be helpful, but the seaich
problem would be difficult. Process plans contain many steps like rough
"cutting, finish cutting, heat treatment and intermediate measureements.
The required tools and fixtures must also be Identified and designed.
Many alternate process plans can be created for the same part, with the
major factors being available process equipment and the number of parts
needed In one batch.

This gap is a serious one because a major source of delay and cost in
part design is process planning. It is usua!Iy absorbed easily when many

parts are made from one plan, but not when one part Is needed.

It is Important that parts and as~emblies be designed at the outset ,io
that they can be easily fabricated and assembled by automateu systems.
This has been called "design for manufacture" and "design for assembly".
These disciplines are most advanced in Japan, where attention to shifting
market demands and "just in time" production strategics require the bili-
ty to make srall quantities and batches economically in arbitrary mixes.
Design for assembly results in products that have fewer parts, fewer
Icrs, more parts in colmmlon over different models, and assebly from one

direction (no need to turn the Item around or upside down during &semn-
bly). Products are often built up from carefully designed su5asrembiJes
that can be made in advance of actual need, or which are the common elI-
meets in a variety of product sty'es. A good example is panel m- rs made
for Toyota by Nippon Denso: from a suits of 40 models, batchc; *.f one to
40,000 can be made on one day's notice.

"Design for POD manufacture and POD assembly" do not exist as; organ-
Ized disciplines. They would share some of the features of existIng meth-
ods, but would have to be modified to meet the fabrication methods and low
production quantities of the POD environment.

Automated techniques exist or are being developed for economic, I low
auantity production of machined, textile, and nptical parLs. 3ut, Irn most
cases, the "low volume" really means a steady flow of Individual parts in
a restricted class, rather than one's and two's of widely differing
designs.

The best known examples are flexible manufacturing systems (FMS's)
capable of creating a variety of mrchined parts within certain size and
shape limits. Typical commercial systems, such as those at Caterpillar,
Hughes, or Ingersoll-Rand, have repertories of 50 to 200 different part
numbers. They have been designed to be efficient producers when the
demand is for sustained batches comprising 10 or 20 part nuLr.bers at any
one time. Their efficls.cy falls in the POD type of environment, where
small numbers of many part numbers are needed one after the other. This
falloff Is due to limitations on fixtures, tool inventories, and tool sto-
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rage capacities. Pressure to meet the POD type of need could correct
•1 these weaknesses.

Simpler than FMS's are single numerically-controlled machines with
built-in graphics CAD capabilities. An experienced machinist can be
designing the cutter Instructions for the next part while the current one
is being made (West Germany).

There has been research on computer-aided sheet matte bending. Com-
plate commercial CAD/CAM shAet metal-cutting and forming systems exist
for making families of Items like boxes and elec6ronic chassis (GenRed in
the U.S. and N.E.C. in Japan). The bends are limited to beiag straight
lines. No system for making arbitrary bent surfaces to order by CAM tech-
niques has been found during this study.

In the commercial optical market, eyeglass lenses are ground to order
for each customer, usually in a few days. As with other succe-fi.1 FMS's,
these are limited to a size and type range, but quantity one is obviously
achieved at reasonable cost. Plastic lenses for Polaroid's caneras are
successfully molded: here the problem for POD would be to rapldly create
the moid.

Rapid maid creation is also the roadblock in applying plastic forming
and rapid s&IidificatIan (powder metallur.y) to POD. In both cases, com-
plax net shapes can be created. in the case of -apid solidification, ntw
-alloys ren superior mechanical behavior are possible.

In IC manufacture, there exists at least one proprietary automated
system capanle of creating a prototype IC directlh from the CAD system
without the use of optical masks. Quantity one production is p,esible,
although the process takes longer than mass production with masks (U.S.).

Flexible aitomation is also being applied to non-metal fabrication
like composite Iayup and textile products assembly. Here, robots and oth-
er programmable equipment can handle a variety of patterns, shapes, or
layup sequences within a restricted range of products like militavy uni-
form sleeves orflat aircraft parels (Grumman, among others).

Mechanical, optical, electronic, composite and taxtile products are
all capable of being assembled automatically under mass production and, to
a limiced degree, under batch production. The batch environment is much
les well developed and is the subject of considerable iesearch.

Many applications of automated batch assembly are not impiemented for
economic reasons even though they are technically feasible. One reason is

* that robots and other programmable assembly systems. components cost t.o
much. and their integration Into a system requires too much engineering
and not enough standard modules. The result is that, apparently, it Is
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less expensive to assemble things manually.
F'

There are two important environments where this cost disadvantage
should not exist. One Is an area of labor shortage, such as in Japan.
Another is a shortage of trained, capable people who can remember al I the
assembl Iy process stcps when, as in a smalll batch environment, they do not
get much practice with any one type of item. Both of these environments
are characteristic of POD assembly.

in any manual assemfbly process, there is a learning curve: the per-
centage of correct assemblies and the speed of assembly rise approximately
In proportion to the total number of assemblies produced. Many examples
exist of military products that went out of production and whose pro-
duction lines ha4 to be started up again some years later. At this point,
much of the production haC to be thrown away because the people had for-
gotten how to do the aT embly operations properly. This is usually exag-
gerated at lower batch sizes, where one person Is responsible for many, if
not all, of the asseibly steps.

Automated assembly would teus contribute economically not by replac-
ing people, but by producing less scrap and rework costs. This will be an
added dividend for POD since time, as well as cost, can be saved If the
assembly of one needed Item cia be done correctly the first time. The
•ltventage will be most k4senly felt In complex items like fire control or
nav!gatior, equipment. Soth mechanical and electronic assemblies are
exceilent candidates. In both environments, reject and rework rates of
50J to 7511 occur frequently.

Automated batch assembly with programmable machines Is most well
developed in Japan. The products are usually small, mechanical items lIke
tape recoroers. Although the batches may be small, the overall production
voIume Is Ijrge. Productii havb been specIfIcally desIgned to be assembled
by machines In addition, the miachines are equipped with a great deal of
special tools and fixtureo for performing-the actual assembly operations.
These include presses, lubricating guns, screwdrivers, and grippers.
Instead of a "universal hand", these machines have universal tool sockets,
like computer-controlled machine tools. These allow rapid tonl changing.
(Sony, Hitachi)

To make this terhnology more suitable for POD will require reducing
the dependence on special tools and fixtures. As with FMS's, there seem
to be two main strategic choices: (1) to make the machine systems much
more general, or (2) to design things for automated manufacture and group
similar itemA on carefully designed automated systems. It remains to be
seen, 'or example, whether assembly machines should have a universal hand

I • or whether products should be designed so that a limited set of tools can
assemble them. The latter effectively increases the generality of the
tools. it should be noted that while people have universal hands, they
are used very often to piik up and operate tools that do the actual assem-
aly operations.
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Current programmable assembly systems are programmable only in aI Iim-
ited sense. That is, they carry parts along programmable paths to or from
tools that do the actual work. (Alternatively, they carry the tools to
and from the parts.) If the generality of the system is to be Increased,
then, in addition to effectively more general tools, more general and
Involved programs will be needed-. These will Include not only s-imple
moves, but also test and inspection steps. If all of theme have to be pro-
grammed by any of today's merthods, it will take too long and cost too
much. especially for assembly of one or two items. Current programming
languages are procedure-oriented, rather than goal-oriented, and are
focused on motions. They lack the ability to respond in real time to con-
tinuous vector feedback, although they can respond to discrete Inputs that
act as punctuation for a program.

A larger gap is associated with knowledge of assembly processes them-

selves. Assembly consists of Insertions, press fits, snap fits, threaded
fit&, plus finishing operations like grinding and fastening operations

like staking. Not only do current robot programming languages lack any
aui I ity to express these actions, but sol id knowledge of thei r proper exe-

cution Is lacking except in the case of insertion. Limited knowledge
exists in press fits, snap fits, threaded fits, grinding, and staking.
Since a major objective and justificat',n for POD assembly is the ability
to do the job right the first, time, this gap mus t be addressed.

To do so requires these steps:

1. The process knowledge must be developed through research.

2. The act"al requirements for assembly of a particular it.em must be
determlined and written down In terms that reflect concrete process
knowledge (avoiding vague words like "tight". "smooth", "warm",
and Ylo on).

3. These requirements must be put into a data base so that an assembly
machine can program itself, just as we hope that design data can
one day be used to program fabrication systems lIke FMS's.

Test and inspection steps must be Included along with assembly steps.

Test. Insoectio on. Ageomtance and OulIficatioan

Testing and accepting parts and assemblies are crucial activities in
production of high quality Items, especially military components. In many

cases, however, these operations depend on human senses and judgement.
Proper training and careful definition of acceptance criteria are essen-
tial. It Is not often appreciated how differently different people will
do the same judgement operation even though they describe it with identi-
cal words. If an operation can be understood well enough to be described
concretely to a rel iable and repeatable machine, then the judgement factor
can be eliminated, and better production will result.
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inspection and test can cover individual parts or entire assemblies.
Factors inspected range from size and shape to overall function. Surface
and hidden defects must be found. Automated programmable techniqueu exist
for some of these operations. In some cases, reprogramming is relatively
esay, while in others It Is very time-consuming.

Overall shape, especially if tolerances are not severe, can be meas-
ured readily by computer vision systems in many cases. These include fIat
objects viewed in two-dimensional silhouette and solid objects viewed by
three-dimensional ranging systems. Semi-automatic programiming is commer-
cially available In the two-dimensional case (Machine Intelligence), and
It seums straightforwarr to program either type of system from CAD data.
Optical systwas and components are also susceptible to automatic
Inspection, bct this study did not encounter any automated batch methods.

Vision and electric probe testing are both being used on microcircuits
and full-si:.e circuit boards. These check for the presence of leads and
components, sometimes being able to read labels (Westinghouse, Hitachi).
Current techniques tend to be slow, but their combined speed and effec-
tiveness oak* them attractive alternatives where quality is essential

Autmatic inspection of weeded joints is currently do-ie by merely
mechanizing current manual methods. The customary magnifluy or ultrason-
I: probe Is machine-carried along the seam to be inspected.

Novel uaes of sound spectral analysis to ispee;t assaembliei include
testing for proper gear noise levels, bearing operation, or the presence
of foreign objects within assemblies (General ElectrIc). These tests tend
to be rather specialized, so their rapid programmability for one-time use
on a amall batch is unclea r.

Automatic programmable inspection of solder joints on circuit boards
is the focus of much current research. Methods under study include
reflected light, structured light (Hitachi), heat disseation (Vanzetti

Systems, Inc.) , and lase. analysis of joint shape.

Automatic functional testing of complex assemblies is limited to

carefully prepared test cells and preprogrammed apparatus (GenRad) , Good
examples are jet engines and avionics equipment. In both cases, engineers
must prepare the test protocols and program thet into the test equipment.
In the case of avionics, the classic problem of missing technical data
occurs. The test equipmeait is created after the avionics items are del iv-
ered, when functional data are meager or absent. Much reverse engineer-
ing, taking several monthty, is necessary before a useful test program can
be written.

To make automatic testing of perts and assemblies feasible for POD
will require that (1) original part or product data include test data and
criteria in machine-readable form, and (2) a programilng language or lan-
guages be created for test equipment that will survive the technological
evolution of such equipment.
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System Architncture and Syst&= Control

Manufacturing systems are integrated arrangements of manufacturing
equipment such as metal-cutting'or assembly machines. The layout of these
machines, their transport equipment, and their control equipment, consti-
tute the architecture of the system. For mass production, the accepted
architecture Is the line with work moving regularly and successively from
one station to the next.

The main feature of batch and POD production Is that this regularity
and repeated sequence is inappropriate. Different items require differ-
ent operations and different sequences. This means that transport and
scheduling of jobs are vital activities iin operating batch systems effi-
ciently.

The current approaches In system atchitectures range from general
systems with little regard for the product's characteristics to spacial-
ized systems with major coupl:ng to the characteristics of the protiuct.
Some systems are built froi collections of commercial stand-alone
machines linked with a conveyor, while others are unique proprietary con-
figurations of tools, motion devices, and conveyors.

Current FMS's are ;n the category of linked-together, stand-alone
"machines. Appropriate machines are carefully selected by computer anly-
sis to meet the production and schedule requirements of a known set of
workpleces. The systems are thus general and officient within that class
of workpiecoe, but may not accept a new piece without loss of efficiency.
Their applicability t2 POO at present, therefore, depends on careful
selection of workpieces.

in Japan, new types of machine tools are being designed that can work
on a w ider range of part types. This Is accomplished by making the
machines modular and reconfiguring them-as the need arises. Repairs can
alsA. be made by switching modu!es. No commercial use of these has
occurred, but tests are expected in the next year or so.

Modular assembly machines, capable of rapid reprogramming, are being
built in Japan. They are most applicable to products designed in advance
for automated assembly. Reprogramming involves attaching new tools to a
frame (Sony). The bottleneck for POD would thus be rapid creation of the
tools, unless design for assembly included interfacing to a predefined and
lim;ted set of tools.

The correct architecture for POD cannot be determined at this time,
both for strategic and technical reasons. The strategic issue is how spe-
cialsized POD facilities should be, because existing architectures favor
specialization of product size, process methods, product materials, and
so on. Thus, near-term strategies require finding similar types of POD
parts and directing them toward an appropriate centralized facility. The
facility would benefit from a steady flow of similar parts and could pro-
duce efficiently at reasonable cost. The order would have to travel and
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wait its turn when it arrived, however, and the finished part would have
to travel back, adding to the delay.

To make PO0 facilities more local and close to the point of need
requires architectures geared to more diversity, even novelty, of the
parts. Up to now, there has been little pressuwe on industry to create
such systems. Existing architectures and machines would have poor effi-
ciency In the face of a diverse Incoming parts stream.

Snrv of Flndinas

Procurment

The current procurement system must deal with literally hundreds of
thousands of items that are potential POD parts. These range from simple
single pieces to complex assemblies. The data that describe these items
are often scant, scattered, or missing. Determining the correct identity,

N order history, and true need for an ordered part can be difficult. A POD
system, like the current procurement system, must make basic decisions on
buying, substituting, or making a needed item, and allocating a make duei-
isin to the most appropriate POD facility. These findings Indicate that

data storage, data handling, and decision making will be important POO
functions. The data, however they may be obtained, must cover design.
materials, fabrication, assembly, and test operations.

Technology

POD requires efficient production facilities that can make an item
never ordered before that may never be ordered again. This degree of pro-
"grammability exceeds what current technology offers, but usually in
degree rather than In kind. By sacrificing efficiency or generality to
some extent, the Navy can have limited near-term POD demonstrations In
areas like metal-cutting, lens making, electronic assembly, precision
instrument assembly, and electronic inspection. To extend the range of
diversity will require:

1. Procuring parts with complete data packages.
2. Creating design rules for "design for POO automation".

3. Establishing substitutability data bases for parts to save design

or fabrication time.

I, Improving the speed of creating molds, tools, jigs and fixtures.

5. Creating automatic process planning systems.

6. Establishing integrated facilities comprising design, fabrication,
assembly and test with a common data base.
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L
7. Making systems whose machine types and architecture are better

suited to diverse parts streams.

8. Improving process knowledge in assembly, finishing, and inspection
so more steps can be automated.

9. Creating programing languages for all pha&& of manufacturing
that can combine process knowledge and workpieci design require-
ments Into programs for the machines.

The next section turns these findings Into recommendations for demon-
strations, Implementation strategies, and research programs.
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A PART 7. CONCLUSiONS ANC RECOMMENDATIONS

STATE OF THE ART VERSUS THE NAVY'S NEEDS

Implementation of POO wli l require a four-prong attack based on divid-

Ing parts Into current and future parts, and div'.J ng again according to

stood to be automated. This strategy Is based on comparing the state ofIthe art In automated programmable manufacturing ("Part 6. Findings" oni
page 29) to the Navy's supply situation '."Part 3. The Need for POD" on
Page 17 through "Part 5. Non-Technological Issues That Make the Current
Supply Situation Difficult" on page 26).

C~urrent programmable manufacturing systems (design, fabrication,
"assemtly, test) function best when, presented with machine-readable and
complete data packages that describe standardized designs. The standards
cover sizes, dimensions, tolerances, fasteners and materials, and other
things. These tend to limit the variety of items presented to the sys-
tines. More sophisticated companies have also designed their products for
automation. All the process steps are well understood and described quan-
titatively. Unnecessary parts, part shape features, and fasteners have

4bean eliminated. Assembly takes place by stacking the parts. All of
these features help make fabrication and assembly faster ane cheaper,
using s'impler machinst,

Current-prograuuuable manufacturing systems function most efficiently
when-presented wi th 'batches of only a few kinds of parts that do not dif-
f~er- from e*ach -other very much. Overall production volume of these part
c-lasses.-is 'then high enough that the, systemi sees practically a continuous
fl!oW 6f' wimilar. or graojual ly changing parts.

Compare -the suitability of this art to the Navy's supply situation,
and 'a.severl contrasts appear.. The typical Navy part Is not backed up by
comple ato Machi ne-r`ýeadabl14 data, but by Incomplete or incorrect

'Ipaper-based data. Parts were designed well before Design for Automation
began to be used. Standard Izat Ion, even on trad It IonalI equ ipment I Uk.
compressors and valves, is Inadequate. Finally, In the POD environment,
manufacturing systems might be presented with one uniquef part: after anoth-
er, rather than the relatively narrow range they are used to.

These are the gaps that must be addressed In order to mak~e POO a real-
ity.
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IMPLEMENTING POD FOR FUTURE PARTS

Let us first consider the parts of tomorrow and see how they might be
defined to mesh with a coordinated POD system to provide them. We must
define a "POD part" when it is initially procured so that when replace-
ments are needed, the POD system will be ready. A POD part must be pro-
vided with its own machine-readable data base describing how it is made
and used. This cannot .be a complete data package because experience has
shown that this will be too bulky and costly to maintain. (Even irre-
placeable data brought back from the Noon is now unsupported.) Data bulk
and cost can be reduced by:

* Standardizing designs and referring to the standard rather than
reproducing it.

V Stating that the design is merely a modification of another de' !on
and providing just the modifications.

7. e Coding the data compactly.

Ox * Standardizing process steps and again referring only to the stand-
ard.

* Employing a knowledge base so that some design or process features
can be included "by implication" based on othar steps or intended
use for the part.

Second, following a thorough survey of current and future types of
parts and processes, we niust def ine "POO f actorieas" f or goner Ic c I sse.i of

parts, within the mal n types -- metal, nonmetal, electronic, and optical.
SThese factories should be sized to meet estimated needs for part classes,
which hopefully will be easier then estimating needs for individual pa; te.
Near-term f actor ies shouId be pIannd to operate on the limi tad part range
and flow line basis of today's successful commercial plants. This means
locating them central ly and concentrating Navy-wide needs or them.

For longer-term Implementations, the rmnfge cf applicability of facto-
ries must Le broadened while their dependence on a steady flow trust be
decreased. This will require especially great efforts in design standard-
ization and design for automation, plus advances In 'apid process planning
and fabrication of Jigs and fixtures. The resulting simplifications and
overhead reductions will enable the added variety of parts to be absorbed
oefficiently. Lower break-even production volume w I I I ;lKow POD factor ies
to be smaller and located closer to forces afloat.

Third, a "POD dec~ision logic" is needed to help identify parts as POD
parts early in system procurement and to deal with incoming orders for
parts. A major role for this logic is to quic'ly recognize when tho POD
system should be mobilized to meet the need for a part. Just as is done in
the supply system today, the order history of the part must be reviewed.
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the best quantity to order must be determined, and the best factory, based
on suitability and availability, mutt ba designated. Since using or modi-
fying a substitite is usually faster, these avenues must also be explored.
The systow will grow over time in its ability to make these decisions if
the data packages on individual parts are designed to allow rapid campar-

These three componunts -- POD parts, POD factories, and POD dei:Tsion
logic -- are all eeded to implement the POD system. The result wll be a
hew kind of technology called Data-Driven Automation, in which everything
required from order processing to final packaging can be described by
macilne-readable data.

IMPLEMENTING POD FOR CURRENT PAIRTS

The main characteristic of current parts Is the lack of complete data,
meaning that POD for such parts will require creation of "Reverse Engi-
neering Centers". The amount of reverse engineering needed will vary from
one part to the next. We can distinguish several levels of available
information, arranged from the least to the most completet

1. A functional description vs vague as "a two-inch diameter by
two-inch long bronze bearing".

2. A sketch of the part with approximate dimensions, possibly includ-
log a functional description.

3. A damaged example part.

1. A statistizally unrepresentative or representative sample of used
of unused parts.

5. Blueprints, which customarily Include materials lists, and possi-
bly include reference to NIL standards.

6. Machine-readable instructions for numerically-controlled machines
and processes.

Naturally, as the information suite becomes more complete. current tech-
nology has more to offer. At the moment, there is nothing except humen
intervention at levels 1 through 4 and, with a few exceptions, nothing in
level 5. Progress In this area, therefore, requires research or, In some
cases at level 5, development. The issues and state of the art may be sum-
marized in Table 8 on page 47.

The intellectual Issues In reverse engineering are formidable. As
Indicated In Table 8 on page 47, they are the same as for the original
engineering that created the part, although less is now known about the
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Table 8. Technological Options When There is missing
Information (Part 1 of 2)

Ease of
Then the Main State of the Making Part,

If We Have Things We Do What We Do Art in Irrespecitva
Only. Not Have Are: About It Automation of Automation

Functional Concept & tech- Make / buy Zero As difficult
Descripton nical sp.cifi- decision. as for origi-

cation. Conceptual nal part, but
design less informs-
Human tion avail-
experts able.

Sketch * Dimensions Detail dsgn Some aids for Same as above
e Tolerances engineering mechanical
e Finishes r.rawing drawing
9 Naterials/

properties
e Reference

surfaces

Statistical- Some tolerances "Shoot for Some aids for A "simliar"
ly repre- especially re- the middle" automatic part is fair-
sentative lating two or gauging and ly easy to
ample of more features. statistical make
unused parts Reference sur- analysis

faces.

Statistical- Tolerances Make sever- Similar to "Similar"
ly unrepre- a] rather Sketch part f,-irly
sentative than one. easy to make,
sample of Engineering but it may
unused parts Similar to fail right
including 1 Sketch away
part.

context of the part's use and the tradeoffs that went into determining its
specifications. A part generated by reverse engineering could resemble
the original in every daterminabla way, given the state of incomplete
Information, and yet fail right away when installed.

It seems reasonable, therefore, to establish tne research priorities
in the order 5, 4, 3, 2, I in the above list. If this is done carefully,
each level can build on the accumulating results. The aim, simply stated,
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Table 8. Technological Options When There is Missing

Information (Part 2 of 2)

Ease of
Then the Mairn State of the laking Part,

If We Have Things We Do What We Do Art in *rrespecitve
Only: Not Have Are: About It Automation c0 Automation

Damaged Part Some dimensions Sams as for Same as Same as above
Tolerances Sketch Sketch
Reference
surfaces

Print Process plan ianufactur- Some automa- Cone every
for cuts that Ing process plan- day.
yield the tol- Engineering ning for 1he easiest.
eranres Group really

Technology simple
parts.

N/C Tapes Process !n.'or- Engineering Use of the
mation other and Mfg. tape Itself

than cuts, e.g. engineering is automated,
heat treat, ma- but that is
terlals all.

is to codify and rationalize the basic -teps In designing and manufactur-
ing certain classes of Items. At levels 3 through 5, this means codifying

potentially routine steps, whereas at levels I and 2. it me;ans capturing
knowledge# especially k:iowledge about topics that do not refer to the part
itself, but rather to its function and surroundings. In other words, we
are trying to capture engineering. The results of this research would be
widely used and extremely valuable because little of it depends on the
fact that the goal is raversa engineering. As noted In the previous sec-
tion, commercial needs are the source of current progress in these prob-
lasis in such as parts as*IC's and shafts.

Along with theas research results will come, at each level, quantita-tive understanding of what qualifies a part at that level. That is, we

w2ill be able to classify a part accurately as "having an Information suite
of level x". This will establish a useful standard and will allow the
correct level of reverse engineering resources to be applied to its recre-
ation.

Several consequences of this classification can be identified.
First, it may be a way of reducing the amount of data that needs to be'pro-
cured with future "POD parts". That is, if there Is enough design stand-
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ardization £&d cross referenced data bases, one could describe a part
rather weII at level 2 with adequate reference to standards and to similar
designs that are represented at level 5 or 6. Over time, we can expect the
ablillities of the Reverse Engineering System to strengthen the POD System
for Future Parts.

Secotd, it allows a careful definition of just what technology is
needed to recreate a particular part.

Third, it brings into focus and creates better overall understanding
of what engineering is and what knowledge and Intel lectual steps are real-

ly needed to descrIbe a part.

OTHER RESEARCH PROBLEMS

Codifying and standardizing engineering, though extremely difficult,
will be sufficient only for parts where there exist quantified and repro-
ducible design and manufacturing methods. Uhere these are lacking, the
parts themselves must be the subject of research. Such parts' manufacture
currently requires luck or "art". Ultra-quiet bearings and some types of
semiconductors and precision instruments are. examples.

SUIFNARY OF IDENTIFIED RESEARCH NEEDS

The research needs are categorized by general issues and specific
needs. The general issues are of equal concern whether the parts are
"parts" or assemblies and whether they be metal, non-metal, electronic,
optical, or whatever. Special needs are cross-indexed here to the page
that defines both the problem and the research need.

1. Data processing:

a. Search methods for finding similar designs, materials, and
processes.

b. Compact data coding.

2. Design:

a. Representing design essentials In coded form to allow compar-
ison with other designs.

b. Design for automation, including alternate processes and part
morphologies suitable for different production quantities.
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c. Capturing part function knowledge and engineering knowladjt.

d. Creating a theory of substitutability for materials, proc-
esses, and parts.

a. treation of rapid, automatic process planning.

3. Fabrication:

a. Rapid creaticn of tools, dies, molds, and f xturas.

b. Extension of programmable manufacturing Into more part varie-
ty.

c. Creation of programmable processes in molding, forging, and
banding.

d. Programming languages that reflect process knowledge and part
design specifications.

4. Assembly:

a. Improvement of fundamental process understanding.

b. Creation of a theory of "assembly to meet a specification".

c. Programming languages that reflect process knowledge and
assembly specifications.

5. System Architecture:

a. Architectures with better flexibility and design techniques to
create them.

6. Inspection and Test:

a. Programming languages and techniques that reflect product
function and systematic testing methods.
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CROSS-I DErED LIST OF IDENTIFIED NEEDS IN TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPOPT POD

The list briofly name specific technological items identified In
t0is study that would support POD, and indicates the page on which the
Items Is discussed.

Page I t.m

25 Theory :z minimum data that need be stored about a part from
t.hich the completed data package can be created.

25 Expert systems to recreate data packages from available clues
or from optimally -onfigured minimum datasets.

27 Producibillty research on difficult parts like quiet bearings.

31 Group technology, Al, or Expert Systems to search data bases aor
similar parts.

33 Date base of fabricat!on methods, costs and appropriate pro-
ductIon vo I u•es..

3. Coding methods for storing the essentials of a design so that
I Its tuhst i tutab I lI tV can be assessed.

3- 5 tNcthod: of designing new technology electronics to substitute
functionally for old technology parts.

36 Automatic, rapid creation of process plans.

36 Improved theory of des, for manufacture and design for assem-

bly, especially for the low-volume POD environment.

36 Extension of FMS technology to POD production volumes.

37 Rapid creation of dius and molds.

37 Rapid creatiorn of molds for advanced powder metal fabrication.

37 Systems fo; creating Integrated circuits in quantity one
directly from design data without masks.

37 Economical automatic batch assembly in low volumes.

38 Clean, accurate assembly systems for precision products.

38 More flexible tools and fixtures for assembly.

39 Goal-oriented programming languages for flexible fabrication,
assembly, and test systems.
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